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Introduction 

This paper represents an analysis of antigypsyism in Romania. It is part of the 

CHACHIPEN project, advancing the recognition of, and response to, antigypsyism to 

achieve justice, equality, non-discrimination, and the full participation of Roma as 

equal citizens across Europe. 

Part one of this report examines historically rooted antigypsyism in Romania as 

related to Roma slavery and the Roma Holocaust. Part two presents the key 

manifestations of antigypsyism considered for this research. Part three analyses the 

most significant policies towards Roma adopted by successive Romanian 

governments. Finally, Part four presents lessons learned and suggests keys ways 

forward through the use of transitional justice tools. 

 

Antigypsyism in Romania 

A number of research projects and publications discuss historical events that are 

significant for Roma in Romania, such as slavery and/or the Holocaust. There is 

however, no comprehensive research focusing on antigypsyism.  

In general, research on Roma in Romania has focused predominantly on the socio-

economic situation of Roma. One of the most influential research projects from 1991-

2, led by Profs. Elena Zamfir and Catalin Zamfir, focused on poverty and identified 

nine socio-economic challenges affecting the Roma in Romania. Using the concept 

of social integration, the authors proposed a set of measures meant to ameliorate 

the situation for Roma. This research in particular, significantly influenced the policy 

discourse and the measures adopted by subsequent Romanian governments to 

combat poverty among Roma. 

After the collapse of the communist regime in 1989, a series of post-communist 

conflicts involving Roma and the majority population(s) (Romanians or, in some 

cases, Hungarians) broke out, resulting in several deaths, houses burned to the 

ground, and further damage. Experts and human rights activists have identified a 

total of 35 ethnic conflicts to which Roma fell victim in Romania between 1989 and 

1995 (ERRC 1996; Haller 1998). 

Any research on antigypsyism in Romania would be incomplete without an analysis 

of slavery and the Holocaust. While not all Roma were affected by slavery, slavery is 

part of a long history of exclusion and marginalization that brings together Roma from 

all over Europe and beyond. Similarly, not all Roma in Romania were directly 

affected by the Holocaust, however, even Roma outside the jurisdiction of the 
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Romanian government under Marshall Ion Antonescu feared deportation within 

Hungary or to Romania, as both borders and rulers changed frequently during this 

period1. 

In 2011, the Romanian Parliament adopted Law No. 28 to commemorate February 

20 as the day of Roma liberation from slavery. The law, which includes only two 

articles, makes no reference to Roma suffering, reparations for victims, or 

reconciliation. The law allows state institutions to allocate resources for 

commemorating the day of liberation, without however awarding material or 

symbolic compensations to those enslaved and their descendants. The only public 

display of commemoration of slavery is a memorial plaque in the Tismana monastery, 

the place where Roma slavery was first documented in the fourteenth century2. 

A survey conducted by the Ellie Wiesel Institute in 2021 shows that the Holocaust is 

perceived as something that happened outside of Romania, in which the role of the 

Romanian authorities is downplayed (INSHR, 2021). Thus, when asked about where 

Holocaust happened, 65 % of respondents indicated Germany, 52 % other European 

countries and only 32 % mentioned Romania (See Annex 3, Figure 2). When asked 

who was mainly responsible for the outbreak of the Holocaust in Romania, 53 % of 

respondents indicated Nazi Germany and only 31 % indicated the Romanian 

government of Ion Antonescu (See Annex 3, Figure  3). Furthermore, 51 % believed 

that the Romanian government’s decision to deport Roma was influenced by Nazi 

Germany and 48 % mentioned the racism of the Romanian government decision-

makers (See Annex 3, Figure 4). 

The term ‘antigypsyism’ (‘antitiganism’, in Romanian language) first appeared in 

Romania in one of the official documents of the Romanian Communist Party in 1949. 

The party file entitled ‘The Gypsy problem in the Romanian People’s Republic’ 

analysed the situation of Roma in Romania after World War II and proposes several 

measures that should be adopted by the government to improve their situation. The 

analysis was inspired by earlier policies towards Roma that were adopted in the 

Soviet Union during a period of relative positive expression of ethnic identity and the 

authorities’ approach towards the problems faced by the Roma in the Soviet Union. 

 

1 Ion Antonescu was a Romanian military officer and marshal who presided over two 

successive wartime dictatorships as Prime Minister and Conducător during most of World War II (6 

September 1940 – 23 August 1944). Early in his rule, he brought the legionaries, Romanian fascists 

known as the Iron Guard, onto the Romanian Cabinet. Though not a member of the Iron Guard, 

he had antisemitic and anti-Roma ideas,  and ultimately ordered the deportations of Romanian 

Jews and Roma to Transnistria. 

2 https://evz.ro/damian-draghici-marcheaza-160-de-ani-de-la-dezrobirea-romilor-printr-o-placa-

comemorativa.html. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Romania
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mare%C8%99al_(Romania)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Romania_during_World_War_II
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prime_Minister_of_Romania
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conduc%C4%83tor
https://evz.ro/damian-draghici-marcheaza-160-de-ani-de-la-dezrobirea-romilor-printr-o-placa-comemorativa.html
https://evz.ro/damian-draghici-marcheaza-160-de-ani-de-la-dezrobirea-romilor-printr-o-placa-comemorativa.html
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In Romania, the term ‘antitiganism’ did not however receive recognition from Roma, 

state institutions, and the society at large.  Part of the problem rests with the term 

‘tigan’, which Roma activists consider highly pejorative, but which the wider 

Romanian population, including some Roma, continue to use. The debate over the 

appropriate name of the ethnic group – ‘Roma’ or ‘tigan’ – plays an important role 

in the fight for recognition and respect for the rights of Roma in Romania. 

To avoid confusion between ‘Romania’ and ‘Roma’, the Romanian Ministry of 

Foreign Affairs issued a Memorandum3 in 1995, approved by the Prime Minister, 

proposing the use of the term ‘tigani’ (Gypsies) by all Romanian state institutions and 

not Roma in all official and unofficial documents. Roma activists and NGOs mobilized 

against the Memorandum, writing petitions and organizing protests. It took the 

government four years to annul the 1995 Memorandum and to recognize that Roma, 

in accordance with international law, have the right to name themselves.  

Ten years later, the Romanian government, through its Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 

found another way to shame the Roma minority by connecting it to criminality. On 4 

August 2009, the Ministry issued Memorandum No. 5/63804 – which was also 

approved by the Prime Minister. This Memorandum concerned the influence of 

Roma migration on the Romania’s image in Western European countries and its 

relations with the countries of destination for migrants. The Memorandum 

summarized the perceptions of the migration of Roma to Western Europe as 

negatively influencing the ‘external’ (sic!) image of the country, linking Roma 

migration to criminality abroad. The main concern of the Romanian government was 

the wider image of the country, which the Memorandum mentions seven times. 

Thus, ethnicity influences the way in which the Romanian Government reacts to 

migration and national belonging. Instead of striving to respect the rights of its 

citizens, including those accused of crimes, the Romanian government focuses on 

the image of the country and its perception by foreigners. 

The most egregious manifestations of antigypsyism in Romania include school 

segregation, police violence, inequality in administration of justice, hate speech, 

lack of environmental justice, exclusion from knowledge production, and the 

absence of Roma cultural institutions. Roma are the least trusted persons in Romania, 

 

3 Memorandum H (03)/169 of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and registered at the Prime Minister’s 

Office with No. 5/390/NV from 31 January 1995.  

4 The document title is “NOTA privind implicatiile prezentei cetatenilor romani stabiliti ilegal pe 

teritoriul altor state europene asupra imaginii externe a Romaniei si asupra relatiilor bilaterale cu 

statele respective” [Note regarding the implications of the presence of Romanian citizens settled 

illegally on the territory of other European States on the external image of Romania and on the 

bilateral relations with those states]. The document was issued by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs no. 

C2-1/3316 and registered at the Prime Minister’s Office with No. 5/6380/04.09.2009.  
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according to a survey conducted by the Institutul Roman pentru Evaluare si Strategie 

(IRES) in July 2020, with 70 % percent of respondents claiming not to trust Roma. Seven 

of the eight characteristics which respondents used to describe Roma were negative 

and only one was neutral (Europa Libera, 2020). These results are consistent with other 

polls assessing trust in Roma, indicating that distrust in Roma is widespread. 

Racial segregation in education in Romania represents a clear manifestation of 

antigypsyism. A segregated setting prevents the right of the child to be educated to 

his/her fullest potential by denying equality of opportunity. Therefore, segregation is 

perceived to violate a range of fundamental rights, such as the right to education, 

the right of non-discrimination in the enjoyment of protected rights (i.e., education), 

the right to inclusive education, or the right not to be treated in a degrading manner. 

Besides the human rights violations, school segregation reproduces long-term 

inequalities between Roma and non-Roma. To date, no accurate data is available 

regarding the extent of school segregation; in spite of the legal obligation of the 

Ministry of Education to report annually on the state of education in Romania. A 

significant challenge seems to be accurate data collection. Currently, there is an 

integrated system of data collection through which every child is monitored once 

they enter the educational system. However, the data reported by school principals 

in different EU funded projects or when requested by the Ministry of Education differ 

from the integrated system data. 

During the 1990s, only extremist parties and politicians engaged in hate speech 

against Roma. By contrast, in the past two decades, hate speech targeting Roma in 

Romania has become a mainstream phenomenon across leading politicians and 

officials of all political stripes. As one of our interviewees pointed out, three 

complaints for discriminatory speech against Roma were lodged each against the 

President of Romania, Traian Basescu, Prime Minister Calin Popescu Tariceanu, and 

Prime Minister Victor Ponta. The Ministers of Foreign Affairs Teodor Baconski and 

Adrian Cioroianu have also made racist remarks against Roma, though no 

complaints were registered with the National Council for Combating Discrimination 

(NCCD) or the courts. As a result of Romania’s failure to effectively combat hate 

speech and hate crimes,  the European Commission launched in 2020 an 

infringement procedure against Romania for its failure to implement the Framework 

Decision on combating racism and xenophobia by means of criminal law 

(Framework Decision 2008/913/JHA).  Romania failed to define hate speech 

according to the EU decision, criminalizing only hate speech as inciting hatred when 

targeted a group of persons defined by reference to race, colour, religion, descent, 

or national or ethnic origin, but not when the target is an individual member of such 

groups. 

Roma in Romania, as the population most affected by extreme poverty, are 

disproportionately subjected to environmental burdens or environmental racism. This 
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is due to systemic racism, a lack of interest on the part of the wider society, and 

occasionally to the inconsistency in decision making on the part of local authorities. 

According to a Roma activist interviewed for this research, their organization has 

documented more than 120 cases of forced evictions of Roma families, most of 

which were then placed in highly polluted areas. 

As part of the EU Roma Strategic Framework for equality, inclusion, and participation 

for 2021-2030, the Romanian government adopted the Strategy for inclusion of 

Romanian citizens belonging to the Roma minority for 2022—20275.  The adoption of 

the strategy was protracted, and it took the government more than nine months to 

adopt the Decree, which was submitted for approval by the National Agency for 

Roma (NAR) on 15 July 2021 (European Commission, 2022: 8). The Strategy was 

elaborated after consultations with Roma civil society groups, local authorities, and 

academia, although Roma activists complained that some of their proposals were 

disregarded by the NAR (European Commission: 2022: 10). 

On 4 January 2021, the Romanian Parliament adopted a law containing measures 

to combat antigypsyism (antitiganism)6. While the government promoted the law as 

an important step forward in tackling existing antigypsyism in Romanian society, the 

law’s impact remains to be assessed. Most of the interviewees for the current 

research were sceptical about its capacity to achieve its aims. 

The national strategy for preventing and combating antisemitism, xenophobia, 

radicalization, and hate speech for 2021-2023 and the related Action Plan were 

adopted by the Government Decision No. 539 on May 13, 2021, and published in the 

Official Gazette, Part I, No. 517 on May 19, 2021. The strategy is part of the EU plan to 

combat racism and racial discrimination during the period 2020-2025. 

Not only are the manifestations of antigypsyism significantly broader than the legal 

definition of discrimination, there are other factors at play when analysing the 

capacity of antidiscrimination legislation to effectively combat antigypsyism. 

 

 

 

 

 

5 Government Decree no. 560/2022 Regarding the adoption of the Strategy for inclusion of 

Romanian citizens belonging to the Roma minority for the period 2022—2027, published in Official 

Gazette No. 450 bis from 5 May 5 2022.  

6 Law No. 2/04.01.2021 Regarding certain measures for preventing and combating antitiganism, 

published in Monitorul Oficial No. 8 from 5 January 2021. 
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Conclusions and Recommendations 

In Romania, there are several terms referring to racism against Roma: antitiganism, 

Romaphobia, antigypsyism, anti-Roma sentiment and attitudes, and anti-Roma 

racism. Among Roma activists there is a strong opposition to the use of term 

‘antitiganism’, which is argued to re-institutionalize the highly pejorative term ‘tigan’, 

the use of which generations of Roma activists have fought against. While some 

research sheds light on historical and important manifestations of antigypsyism, 

including slavery and the Holocaust, there exists no comprehensive research project 

on antigypsyism in Romania; its manifestations, the mechanisms which produce and 

reproduce it, and its consequences for Roma. 

The impact of antidiscrimination legislation on Roma remains limited. Romanian law 

has thus far failed to tackle major, systemic issues including school segregation, 

forced evictions, and environmental racism, or even the label used in the public 

sphere; ‘the minority’. Political influence over appointments to the equality body 

NCCD further limit the impact of the law. The new law on antigypsyism – Law No. 

2/04.01.2021 -  is a copy paste of the law on antisemitism in Romania and fails to 

define antigypsyism in coordination with Roma activists and scholars. The law was 

itself passed thanks to the incapacity of the Romanian courts to prosecute hate 

speech under a Government Ordinance banning Holocaust denial and the use of 

symbols associated with the National Socialist regime and its allies. 

The present analysis identifies major gaps in the work of the International Commission 

on the Holocaust in Romania and the need to update its Final Report. The 

establishment of the Commission on the Studying of Roma Slavery7 further indicates 

that a number of prerequisites can help to advance the agenda on dealing with the 

Roma past:  

• Involve Roma academics and scholars in Truth and Reconciliation 

Commissions or expert commissions on thematic topics, specific periods or 

specific geographic areas; 

• Involve non-Roma academics who are knowledgeable and sensitive to 

issues of social justice for Roma. Their reputation and moral standing should 

be impeccable; 

• Archival access, in Romania and other countries, should be ensured by the 

authorities; 

• Adequate financial resources should be allocated in order to facilitate the 

work of these commissions; 

 

7 Government of Romania Decree No. 546/2007 regarding the establishment of the Commission 

for the study of Roma slavery, published in the Official Gazette on 8 June 2007. 
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• Work closely with Roma NGOs and communities as one of the primary 

constituencies and audiences of these commissions; 

• The commissions should be followed by structures that supplement its work 

with additional research and/or by using other transitional justice tools – 

memorialization, commemoration, legislation adjustments, vetting, 

compensations, rewriting history textbooks, unofficial truth projects, etc 

• Establishing expert sub-commissions on specific events would lead to more 

efficiency, rather than having a single commission for the whole history of 

Roma. 

 

Studies reveal that the broader Romanian society, as well as Roma, require further 

education on Roma history in Romania. The ongoing reform of mainstream curricula 

to include elements of Roma history and culture would benefit from the work of 

expert commissions on Roma historical events. Even Roma who have some pre-

existing knowledge of these events would benefit from further study into the historical 

oppression and suffering of Roma, as well as their contributions to the history and 

culture of Romania.  

The most significant risk in the use of transitional justice tools, including expert 

commissions, is that they will reproduce the existing dominant narrative on Roma and 

will be unable to break the current monopoly enjoyed by non-Roma academics in 

shaping the public discourse on Roma. 

Working with Roma NGOs and activists is a precondition for the success of the 

commissions in regard to reconciliation. Grassroots mobilization is instrumental in 

building trust and putting pressure on state institutions to became transparent and 

accountable. Public hearings could allow the commission to invite Roma, victims, 

academics, students, non-Roma, foreign activists, even magistrates, police officers, 

and government officials to speak. If public hearings were set up weekly (as in the 

South African example) and broadcast publicly, then momentum could be further 

sustained.  

Truth commissions have the potential to be unique in the region of Central and 

Eastern Europe. Working groups under the already constituted Commission for 

Studying the Roma slavery focused on limited time periods or specific issues (for 

instance, the experiences of enslaved Roma women, children, and elderly; or 

geographies such as Moldova and Transylvania, and differences across rural and 

urban settings, etc) could be easily established. A memory institute could follow the 

work of these commissions, to continue research into slavery and the Holocaust, and 

branch out into other fields. 

Opportunities to use transitional justice tools across EU Member States as part of the 

new EU Strategic Framework for Roma, or as part of the EU antiracism program would 
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facilitate the work of Roma and pro-Roma advocates. In presenting examples from 

other states, they will point out the synergy of these efforts at the EU level and the 

need to coordinate with other Member States. Additionally, Brussels-based 

advocacy with the European Commission and Parliament in putting pressure on 

Member States to use transitional justice tools in combating antigypsyism would 

increase the probability of creating a strong movement supporting transitional justice 

and its use for the Roma case in Europe. 
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CEPS, together with the Central Council of German Sinti and Roma, the European 

Roma Grassroots Organisations (ERGO) Network, the Federación de Asociaciones 

Gitanas de Cataluña (FAGIC), and the Asociatia Fast Forward (AFF) from Romania, 

has launched an EU Rights, Equality and Citizenship programme & German Ministry 

of Foreign Affairs funded project called ‘Paving the way for Truth and Reconciliation 

Process to address antigypsyism in Europe: Remembrance, Recognition, Justice and 

Trust-Building’, abbreviated as ‘CHACHIPEN’ for ‘truth’ in the Romani language.  

This project aims to lay the foundations for the transitional justice, via tools like Truth 

and Reconciliation processes as a way to address historically rooted antigypsyism in 

Europe. Using the experience of Swedish and German Independent commissions, 

the project will draw lessons on what has (not) worked. We elaborate what processes 

could be of relevance for Romania and Spain and at the EU level to combat 

antigypsyism, aiming to build a common narrative on Roma equality.  

More about the project: http://antigypsyism.eu/chachipen/ 
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